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Objectives. This study aimed to compare the outcome of endoscopic and microscopic tympanoplasty.
Methods. This was a retrospective comparative study of 73 patients (35 males and 38 females) who underwent type I tympanoplasty at Samsung Medical Center from April to December 2014. The subjects were classified into two groups;
endoscopic tympanoplasty (ET, n=25), microscopic tympanoplasty (MT, n=48). Demographic data, perforation size
of tympanic membrane at preoperative state, pure tone audiometric results preoperatively and 3 months postoperatively, operation time, sequential postoperative pain scale (NRS-11), and graft success rate were evaluated.
Results. The perforation size of the tympanic membrane in ET and MT group was 25.3%±11.7% and 20.1%±11.9%, respectively (P =0.074). Mean operation time of MT (88.9±28.5 minutes) was longer than that of the ET (68.2±22.1
minutes) with a statistical significance (P =0.002). External auditory canal (EAC) width was shorter in the ET group
than in the MT group (P =0.011). However, EAC widening was not necessary in the ET group and was performed in
33.3% of patients in the MT group. Graft success rate in the ET and MT group were 100% and 95.8%, respectively;
the values were not significantly different (P =0.304). Pre- and postoperative audiometric results including bone and
air conduction thresholds and air-bone gap were not significantly different between the groups. In all groups, the postoperative air-bone gap was significantly improved compared to the preoperative air-bone gap. Immediate postoperative pain was similar between the groups. However, pain of 1 day after surgery was significantly less in the ET group.
Conclusion. With endoscopic system, minimal invasive tympanoplasty can be possible with similar graft success rate and
less pain.
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INTRODUCTION

(TM). Temporalis fascia and perichondrium remain the most
widely used materials, and successful closure can be achieved in
80% to 90% in patients who undergo primary tympanoplasty
with a microscopic approach [2]. In some cases, postauricular
skin incisions and soft tissue dissections are mandatory during
tympanoplasty using a microscope. Conventional microscopic
tympanoplasty with a postauricular incision remains the most
effective procedure for patients with chronic otitis media, especially in cases of anterior or large TM perforation as well as anterior bony overhang. This conventional procedure results in
surgical scar and significant pain to the patient.
Minimally invasive otologic surgery has recently been developed along with endoscopic techniques. Endoscopic ear surgery,
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first tried in the 1990s [3], has become popular with anatomic
and physiologic concepts [4]. Advantages of endoscopic ear surgery compared to the conventional microscopic surgery include
avoiding endaural vertical and postauricular incisions, and mastoidectomies in securing the surgical view [5,6]. Endoscopically,
the typical transcanal approach is possible by elevating a tympanomeatal flap. This avoids other unnecessary incisions and soft
tissue dissections. The endoscopic approach also provides better
visualization of hidden areas in the middle ear cavity including
the anterior and posterior epitympanic spaces, sinus tympani,
facial recess, and hypotympanum. Endoscopy-mediated procedures can decrease residual cholesteatomas and recurrences
during surgeries for cholesteatoma removal [5,7-9].
The value of endoscopes combined with the conventional microscopic eradication of cholesteatoma has been well established
[6-15]. Besides surgeries for cholesteatoma removal, an exclusively endoscopic approach during tympanoplasty has been applied to facilitate minimally invasive surgery [16,17].
However, endoscopic surgery has several disadvantages. Only
one-hand surgery is feasible with the endoscopic technique,
which is less efficient; in a situation of massive bleeding, the endoscopic view could be stained by blood and continuing the
procedure could be difficult. Furthermore, endoscopic instrument could make direct injury and thermal damage by light
source [17,18].
There has been lack of reliable data regarding the efficacy and
functional outcome of endoscopic tympanoplasty as compared
with conventional microscopic tympanoplasty. In this study, we
evaluate and compare the results of hearing outcome, postoperative pain assessment, operation time, graft success rate, and
surgical complications in patients who underwent endoscopic
and conventional microscopic tympanoplasty. The aim is to clarify the clinical benefit of endoscopic tympanoplasty compared
to conventional microscopic surgery by an endaural or postauricular approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by Samsung Medical
Center Institutional Review Board (IRB no. 2015-06-095).
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Subjects
The study enrolled 73 patients aged 23 to 87 years (mean,
54.0±12.2 years) who underwent tympanoplasty type I for
chronic otitis media at Samsung Medical Center from April to
December 2014. All patients had endoscopic examination, pure
tone audiometry, and temporal bone computed tomography as
preoperative work-up and had postoperative follow-up with endoscopic examination and pure tone audiometry at 3 months
after surgery. Mean follow-up was 6.4 months (range, 3 to 11
months). Patients were classified into two groups according to
type of surgery: endoscopic tympanoplasty (ET) and microscopic tympanoplasty (MT). Type of surgery was decided by each
surgeon’s preference and patient counselling. Either microscopic
or endoscopic tympanoplasty were performed by experienced
otologists.

Analgesics medication
All subjects had pain control with acetaminophen 650 mg administered orally three times a day postoperatively for 1 week.

Methods
Pure tone audiotory tests were performed at preoperatively and
3 months postoperatively. Hearing thresholds including air conduction and bone conduction were measured at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,
and 4.0 kHz, and the puretone averages were calculated. TM
perforation size was expressed as a percentage of the entire TM
area using Image J software (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA). Detailed operative data were collected including type of operation (ET, MT), operation time, whether external auditory canal (EAC) widening was performed for a better surgical view or not. Width of the narrowest portion of the
EAC on the axial image of computed tomography was measured. During the postoperative follow-up, pain scale score was
collected immediately after surgery, at 3 hours, and 1 day postoperatively. The graft success rate was also determined. Pain
scale was scored using an 11-item, patient-reported numeric rating scale of pain intensity (NRS-11, range 0 to 10). Graft success
as well as healing status of the EAC was evaluated at 3 months
postoperatively by endoscopic examination. A dry, clean ear canal without TM perforation represented graft success.

Surgical technique

H I G H L I G H T S
Endoscopic technique contributes to minimal invasive surgery
in tympanoplasty.
It could achieve better surgical view with minimal incision, reduce postoperative pain.
Endoscopic tympanoplasty had shorter operation time compared with microscopic surgery.

Tympanoplasty type I procedures were performed in all patients. The EAC was widened during the surgery when visualization of the middle ear cavity was difficult due to anterior bony
overhang. In the MT group, an Opmi Vario S88 microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was used, and detailed procedures were almost identical with the ET group. In the MT group,
surgery was performed with an endaural incision, based on the
Lempert method [19]. The first incision was made along the
posterior half of the ear canal. The second vertical incision was
made in the incisura to connect the first incision with the area
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Fig. 1. Details of tympanoplasty. (A) Postauricular incision for microscopic postauricular tympanoplasty. (B) Microscopic view of operation field
of tympanoplasty. (C) Endoscopic view of middle ear cavity during endoscopic tympanoplasty. (D) View of transcanal incision (white arrow
heads) approach in endoscopic tympanoplasty.

between the tragus and the root of the helix [20]. A postauricular incision was used in cases where the perforation margin was
poorly visualized due to narrow external ear canal, anterior
bony overhang, or large TM perforation (Fig. 1A, B). In the ET
group, an endoscopic system (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany)
and 0- or 30-degree rigid endoscopes (3.0- or 4.0-mm diameter,
11 or 16 cm long; Karl Storz) were used. In this technique, incisions were performed 5 to 6 mm lateral to tympanic annulus in
the posterior part of the EAC perpendicular to the TM tympanic
from the superior and inferior end of the first incision. A tympanomeatal flap was elevated for middle ear cavity visualization,
and pathologic processes of the middle ear were removed (Fig.
1C). The middle ear was packed with a Gelfoam (Ferrosan, Soborg, Denmark) and the autologous graft, which was most often
harvested from tragal perichondrium and rarely temporalis fascia, was underlaid medial to the TM remnant and the manubrium of the malleus. Finally, the tympanomeatal flap was returned
to its original position and the medial aspect of the ear canal
was packed with pledgets of Gelfoam (Fig. 1D).

Statistical analyses
The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to determine correlation
of clinical features between the ET and MT groups. Pre- and
postoperative audiometric parameters were compared using
paired t-tests. Statistical significance was accepted at P<0.05. All
statistical analyses were performed using SPSS ver. 20.0 (IBM
Co., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS
The demographic data and clinical findings of each group (ET,
n=25; MT, n=48) are presented in Table 1. Mean ages were
54.4±11.7 years (ET) and 53.7±12.6 (MT). The ages did not
differ significantly. Preoperative audiometric tests including
bone and air conduction, and air-bone gap were not significantly
different between the two groups (P=0.174, 0.277, and 0.995,
respectively).
The TM perforation size was larger in ET group (25.3%±
11.7%) than MT group (20.1%±11.9%), without statistical sig-
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Table 1. Comparison between ET and MT groups
Variable
Age (yr)
Sex (male:female)
TM perforation (%)
Operation time (min)
EAC width (mm)
EAC widening
Graft success rate
PTA-preoperative
Bone
Air
Air-bone gap
Air-bone gap (dB)
Preoperative
Postoperative
P-value
Bone conduction (dB)
Preoperative
Postoperative
P-value

Overall (n=73)

ET (n=25)

MT (n=48)

P-value

54.0±12.2
35:38
21.9±12.0
81.8±28.1
4.2±0.6
16 (21.9)
71 (97.3)

54.4±11.7
9:16
25.3±11.7
68.2±22.1
3.9±0.7
0
25 (100)

53.7±12.6
26:22
20.1±11.9
88.9±28.5
4.3±0.6
16 (33.3)
46 (95.8)

0.810
0.140
0.074
0.002*
0.011*
0.001*
0.304

26.6±16.2
45.2±18.1
18.7±7.3

23.9±16.9
42.7±19.7
18.9±7.8

28.0±15.8
46.5±17.3
18.6±7.1

0.174
0.276
0.995

18.7±7.2
11.3±8.6
<0.001*

18.9±1.6
9.2±1.4
<0.001*

18.6±1.0
12.5±1.3
<0.001*

0.877
0.120

26.6±16.2
27.8±18.1
0.098

23.9±16.9
29.9±19.6
0.221

28.0±15.8
29.8±18.5
0.342

0.174
0.105

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%).
ET, endoscopic tympanoplasty; MT, microscopic tympanoplasty; TM, tympanic membrane; EAC, external auditory canal; PTA, pure tone auditory.
*P <0.05, statistically significant differences between the groups.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of pain scales between the endoscopic and microscopic tympanoplasty group at immediate, 3 to 6 hours, and 1
day after surgery. VAS, visual analogue scale.

nificance (P =0.074). Mean operation time of the MT group
(88.9±28.5 minutes) was significantly longer than the ET group
(68.2±22.1 minutes) (P=0.002). EAC width was shorter in the
ET group (3.9±0.7 mm) than in the MT group (4.3±0.6 mm).
However, EAC widening was not necessary in the ET group and
was performed in 33.3% of patients in the MT group. Graft success rate in the ET and MT group was 100% and 95.8%, respectively, which was not statistically significantly different (P=
0.304).
Pain scale scores were compared between the three groups
immediately after surgery, 3 to 6 hours later, and 1 day postoperatively (Fig. 2). Immediately and 3 to 6 hours after surgery,
pain scales were not significantly different (P=0.834 and 0.815,

respectively). Pain scale score of 1 day after surgery was significantly lower in ET group (P =0.029). The ET group displayed
0.8±1.0 of pain score, and MT group was 1.5±1.3 at 1 day after surgery.
Preoperative audiometric parameters including bone conduction, air conduction, and air-bone gap were not significantly different between ET and MT group (P=0.174, P=0.276, and P=
0.995, respectively).
Pre- and postoperative air-bone gap was analyzed with paired
t-test separately in each group. In the ET group, the pre- and
postoperative air-bone gap was 18.9±1.6 dB and 9.2±1.4 dB,
respectively, which was a significant improvement (P<0.001).
The respective values in the MT group (18.6±1.0 dB and 12.5±
1.3 dB) also represented a significant (P<0.001).
Bone conduction preoperatively and 3 months postoperatively were compared using the paired t-test in each group to evaluate inner ear damage. All groups had no significant difference
between pre- and postoperative bone conduction (ET, 23.9±
16.9 vs. 29.9±19.6 dB, P =0.221; MT, 28.0±15.8 vs. 29.8±
18.5 dB, P=0.342).
In addition, 4.0 kHz bone conduction hearing levels were
compared for sensitive evaluation of inner ear damage in each
group (Fig. 3). In the ET group, bone conduction hearing level
was 25.8±21.9 dB preoperatively and 28.2±20.3 dB at 3
months postoperatively. There was no significant changes in the
ET group (P=0.200). Otherwise, there was significant aggravation of bone conduction in the MT group (P=0.004). Preoperative bone conduction of the MT group was 30.5±21.0 dB and
postoperative bone conduction was 37.4±22.8 dB.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of 4.0 kHz bone conduction between the endoscopic and microscopic tympanoplasty group. Pre- and postoperative bone conduction was not significantly changed in the endoscopic tympanoplasty group, but bone conduction hearing threshold was significantly elevated after surgery in the microscopic tympanoplasty group.

DISCUSSION
Endoscopic ear surgery was first applied to cholesteatoma removal and myringoplasty. Indications are increasing and include
middle ear tumor, ossiculoplasty, tympanoplasty, and cochlear
implantation [17]. Several meta-analyses and review articles of
endoscopic ear surgery support the safety of the approach, with
minimal morbidity evident [15,17,21]. Since the endoscopic
technique was introduced for middle ear surgery, the concept of
minimally invasive surgery has developed. This could avoid mastoidectomies, external incisions, and soft tissue dissection in selected cases as compared with the conventional microscopic approach [9,14].
There are still many advantages of microscopic ear surgery. It
provides binocular vision along with an excellent magnified surgical view. Using a microscope, two-hand surgery is possible,
which is extremely useful to remove blood from the operation
field. However, visualization of deep and hidden spaces involving sinus tympani, epitympanum, facial recess, and the attic area
are limited with a microscope [5,9,12,13,17]. Therefore, microscopic techniques frequently need further soft tissue dissection/
retraction and bony drilling to obtain a better surgical view [17].
An endoscopic system allows surgeons a clear and high-definition surgical view, with less chance of incision and drilling, as
the powerful light source is located at the tip of the endoscope,
and angled lenses facilitate visualization of hidden recesses [17].
In addition, endoscopic view could provide better chance of education to trainees.
In this study, EAC widening or external incision were not
needed in any patient of ET group, although EAC width was
significantly narrower in the ET group. Otherwise, one-third of
patients who underwent microscopic tympanoplasty had EAC
widening by drilling, and three-quarters of patients needed a
postauricular incision. Patients who had microscopic postauricu-

lar tympanoplasty require postauricular incision care in the
form of a compression bandage dressing and had more bloody
oozing from the endaural operation site. No externally visible
scars were created in the endoscopic group, which is a better
cosmetic outcome that requires less postoperative care.
However, endoscopic ear surgery has several disadvantages as
compared with microscopic technique. The endoscopic instrument can cause direct injury and thermal damage to the external canal and middle ear [18,22]. Furthermore, only one-handed surgery is feasible with the endoscopic technique, which is
less efficient; in a situation of massive bleeding, the endoscopic
view could be hindered by blood and continuing the procedure
could be difficult. The limitation of one-handed surgery would
likely be overcome by experience over time. Surgeons who
skilled for microscopic surgery could be easily adapted to onehanded surgery with endoscopic system with short duration of
learning curve improvement.
Due to heat generation from light source of endoscope, Kozin
et al. [22] recommended using submaximal light intensity, and
frequent repositioning of the endoscope. In this study, we assumed that there was no inner ear damage by light source, because bone conduction of endoscopic tympanoplasty patients
was not significantly changed after surgery, and no patients experienced dizziness or nystagmus during postoperative period.
In spite of the one-handed nature of the endoscopic surgery,
the current data indicate that endoscopic tympanoplasty can be
successfully performed by an experienced surgeon. Even in patients with large TM perforation or anterior bony overhang, endoscopic tympanoplasty was conducted and graft success rate
was comparable to the microscopic group. The endoscopic group
had significantly shorter operation time than the microscopic
tympanoplasty group. Closure of the postauricular incision in
the microscopic postauricular tympanoplasty group might extend the operation time. In addition, the endoscopic technique
offered a wide and clean surgical view with minimal canal incision (Fig. 1C, D), which could result in minimal manipulation of
soft tissue, bony drilling, and bleeding, and subsequently increased efficacy of surgery as well as reduced pain. Previous
study also reported same results that operative time in endoscopic tympanoplasty was significantly shorter than microscopic
tympanoplasty [16].
Studies have analyzed hearing outcome after endoscopic ear
surgery. One study reported significant hearing improvements in
pediatric patients after endoscopic tympanoplasty [16]. Another
study demonstrated significant hearing improvements after endoscopic middle ear surgery for cholesteatoma removal [23].
Similarly, significant improvements of air-bone gap after endoscopic tympanoplasty were found presently.
The endoscopic system has been used for second-look procedures or primary resection of middle ear cholesteatoma. Advantages include clear observation of middle ear cavity, low recurrence rate, prevention of a retraction pocket, and preservation of
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ossicles [9,11,13,24]. Presently, there were no patients with cholesteatoma, but we achieved a graft success rate of 100% at 3
months, with no recurrence of otorrhea at 3 months after endoscopic tympanoplasty. Therefore, we suppose that the endoscopic technic could be helpful for eradication of pathologic processes in the middle ear, such as granulation tissue or adhesion, as
well as cholesteatoma.
Little is known of postoperative pain after endoscopic ear
surgery. Only one study reported that the endoscopic tympanoplasty gave an equal result to microscopic tympanoplasty regarding pain level [16]. In that study, the endoscopic group had
significantly lower level of pain than the microscopic groups 1
day after surgery. The reduced pain may reflect the lack of external incision as well as vertical endaural incision up to incisura
and EAC bone drilling in the endoscopic technique.
Limitation of this study was that type of surgery (endoscopic
or microscopic) was decided by each surgeon’s preference and
patient counselling which could cause bias. Therefore, we tried
to minimize it by following methods. All surgeries were performed by skillful otologic surgeons who had more than 5 years
of clinical experience. In addition, preoperative clinical data
such as age, sex, hearing and size of TM perforation were compared, and they were not significantly different between two
groups. In future, further well-designed randomized controlled
trial is needed to overcome the bias.
In summary, the endoscopic technique had shorter operation
time and has reduced pain level compared with microscopic
tympanoplasty. Regardless of the perforation size, there was no
need for external incision or EAC drilling in the ET group,
which may lead to better patient satisfaction.
For tympanoplasty, the endoscopic technique contributes to
minimal invasive surgery with transcanal incision only. It could
minimize additional incision, EAC widening for better surgical
view, and especially postoperative pain.
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